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ABSTRACT

The origin and evolution of Martian moons have been intensively debated in recent years. It is
proposed that Phobos and Deimos may originate directly from a splitting of an ancestor moon orbiting

at around the Martian synchronous orbit. At this hypothetical splitting, the apocenter of the inner

moon (presumed as Phobos) and the pericenter of the outer moon (presumed as Deimos) are reported

to coincide, in that, their semi-major axes reside inside and outside the Martian synchronous orbit

with non-zero eccentricities, respectively. However, the successive orbital evolution of the two moons is
not studied. Here, we perform direct N -body orbital integrations of the moons, including the Martian

oblateness of the J2 and J4 terms. We show that the two moons, while they precess, likely collide

within ∼ 104 years with an impact velocity of vimp ∼ 100 − 300 m s−1 (∼ 10 − 30 times moons’

escape velocity) and with an isotropic impact direction. The impact occurs around the apocenter and
the pericenter of the inner and outer moons, respectively, where the timescale of this periodic orbital

alignment is regulated by the precession. By performing additional impact simulations, we show that

such a high-velocity impact likely results in a disruptive outcome, forming a debris ring at around

the Martian synchronous orbit, from which several small moons would accrete. Such an evolutionary

path would eventually form a different Martian moons system from the one we see today. Therefore,
it seems unlikely that Phobos and Deimos are split directly from a single ancestor moon.

Keywords: planets and satellites: composition planets and satellites: formation planets and satellites:

individual (Phobos, Deimos)

1. INTRODUCTION

The origin of Phobos and Deimos is intensively de-
bated in recent years. Historically, a capture of a pass-

ing D-type asteroid, i.e., the capture hypothesis, has

been motivated due to spectral similarities to those of

the moons (Burns 1992; Murchie et al. 1991). Alter-
natively, a giant impact on Mars could form a debris

disk aroundMars (Craddock 2011; Hyodo et al. 2017a,b,

2018), i.e., the giant impact hypothesis, from which

Phobos and Deimos may accrete as rubble-pile objects

(Rosenblatt et al. 2016; Canup & Salmon 2018).
It is recently proposed that today’s Phobos may not

be primordial as a direct consequence of, e.g., either a
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capture or a giant impact. Instead, after the first gen-
eration of Phobos (Phobos’s ancestor) is formed, it may

have been tidally spiraled inwardly within the Martian

Roche limit, recycled into rings via tidal disruption, and

then resurrected as a smaller moon via ring’s spreading1.

Today’s Phobos may appear after several of this ring-
moon recycling evolution (Hesselbrock & Minton 2017;

Ćuk et al. 2020), although this view is challenged by the

fact that today’s Mars does not possess bright particu-

late rings that are expected to be left behind as a nat-
ural consequence of this ring-moon recycling hypothesis

(Madeira et al. in prep).

1 In this hypothesis, Deimos is primordial because Deimos orbits
outside the Martian synchronous orbit and thus does not tidally
spiral inward.
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Alternatively, by performing tidal-evolution calcula-

tions integrated backward in time, Bagheri et al. (2021)

reported that Phobos and Deimos could once have non-

zero eccentricities and thus Phobos’s apocenter and
Deimos’s pericenter could cross, while their semi-major

axes reside inside and outside the Martian synchronous

orbit (∼ 6RMars where RMars is the radius of Mars), re-

spectively. From these findings, they envisioned that

Phobos and Deimos were once a single large moon,
which was later split into two − as Phobos and Deimos

− presumably via a catastrophic impact.

However, their view raises several challenging issues.

First, the impact process itself was not studied and thus
the likelihood of such an impact, i.e., impact probabil-

ity and the outcome of impact − whether it splits a

single moon into only two with reasonable eccentricity

and inclination − were not demonstrated. Second, even

if an impact indeed successfully could form two moons
as Phobos and Deimos, the successive orbital evolution

including mutual interactions (gravity and collision) be-

tween the moons were not investigated. The orbital

evolution of Bagheri et al. (2021) integrated backward
in time was solved based on the orbital elements (e.g.,

semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination) and not

on the direct N -body approach, neglecting the gravita-

tional interactions and collisions during a moon-moon

close encounter. Because Phobos and Deimos initially
have orbits that cross each other, the successive orbital

evolution may not be as simple as those envisioned and

may result in a destructive collision between two moons.

In this study, we especially focus on the second ques-
tion − the successive orbital evolution after the hy-

pothetical splitting of a single moon into Phobos and

Deimos − using a direct N -body approach for numer-

ical integration. We focus on the short-term evolution

(< 104 years) where the tidal evolution of the moons
can be ignored (see Sec. 5.2). We then show that the

two moons in principle collide during the successive or-

bital evolution within ∼ 104 years. We argue that the

impact accompanies a disruptive outcome and the for-
mation of a debris ring. Such an evolutionary path is

completely different from the one Bagheri et al. (2021)

has envisioned.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we

describe our methods of orbital integration. In Section
3, we present the numerical results of the orbital integra-

tions of the two moons that are hypothetically split from

a single ancestor moon and show that the two moons

likely collide. In Section 4, we perform additional im-
pact simulations of the two moons and present that the

outcome is disruptive, forming a debris ring. In Section

5, we discuss the dynamical fate of the debris ring and

envision the formation of multiple moons (more than

three moons). Finally, Section 6 summarizes our con-

clusions.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1. Orbital calculation

We performed three-body (Mars-Phobos-Deimos) nu-

merical simulations. Orbits of the bodies were in-
tegrated by using the fourth-order Hermite method

(Makino & Aarseth 1992; Kokubo & Makino 2004) and

the numerical code was originally developed in previous

studies (Hyodo et al. 2016). We included the second-

order and fourth-order oblateness moments of Mars (i.e.,
J2 and J4)

2. The equation of motions in this study (xy-

plane is the Martian equatorial plane) are

ẍi = −GMMars







xi

r3i
(1− J2Ψi2 − J4Ψi4)−

∑

j 6=i

mj
xj − xi

r3ij







(1)

ÿi = −GMMars







yi
r3i

(1− J2Ψi2 − J4Ψi4)−
∑

j 6=i

mj
yj − yi
r3ij







(2)

z̈i = −GMMars

{

zi
r3i

(1− J2Ψi2 − J4Ψi4 + J2Φi2 + J4Φi4)

−
∑

j 6=i

mj
zj − zi
r3ij







, (3)

where G and MMars are the gravitational constant and
the mass of Mars, respectively. A subscripts of i and j

indicate Phobos or Deimos. ri = (xi, yi, zi) is the posi-

tion vector and rij = |rj − ri|. mj is the mass of Phobos

or Deimos. Ψi2, Ψi4, Φi2, and Φi4 are (Sinclair & Taylor

1985)

Ψi2=
R2

Mars

r2i
P ′
3

(

zi
ri

)

(4)

Ψi4=
R4

Mars

r4i
P ′
5

(

zi
ri

)

(5)

Φi2=3
R2

Mars

r2i
, (6)

Φi4=
R4

Mars

r4i
Q4

(

zi
ri

)

, (7)

2 The J3 term could periodically change eccentricity and inclina-
tion but it is negligible for our chosen parameters (Liu & Schmidt
2021).
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Table 1. Parameters used in this study

name mass [kg] mean radius [km]

Mars 6.39× 1023 3389.5

Phobos 1.06× 1016 11.3

Deimos 1.48× 1015 6.3
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Figure 1. Initial distribution of eDei and aDei. Each black point is the initial conditions of our numerical simulations (600
points). Left, middle, and right panels show cases of aPho = 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0RMars , respectively. We set ePho = 0.15 − 0.35,
eDei = 0.0 − 0.2, and aDei = 6.5 − 7.5RMars , following Bagheri et al. (2021). aDei is obtained from Eq. (11) with epho and
eDei randomly distributed within the ranges. The blue, green, and red curves indicate aDei for ePho = 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35,
respectively.

where the P ′
n(x) terms are the derivative of the Legendre

polynomial, Pn(x), and P ′
4(x) = xQ4(x) given as

P ′
3(x)=

15

2
x2 − 3

2
(8)

P ′
5(x)=

315

8
x4 − 105

4
x2 +

15

8
(9)

Q4(x)=
35

2
x2 − 15

2
. (10)

Here, J2 = 1.96 × 10−3 and J4 = −1.54× 10−5 (Yoder

1995; Liu et al. 2011).

We note that the other external perturbation forces

may slightly change the eccentricities of the moons.

The most important perturbation could be evection

(Goldreich et al. 1989, in analogy to Triton). The am-

plitude of the periodic change in e due to evection
is of the order of ∼ (np/ns)e, where np and ns are

the mean motions of the planet and the satellite, re-

spectively (Ćuk & Burns 2004, see their Eq. (19)). As

np/ns . 10−3 for the cases of Phobos and Deimos, the
amplitude of change of pericenter of the moons is esti-

mated to be smaller than the size of the moons, making

our calculations largely unaffected. Thus, we neglected

evection in this study.

2.2. Initial conditions

Following the view of Bagheri et al. (2021) in that
Phobos and Deimos are split from a single progenitor

moon, we set Phobos’s apocenter and Deimos’s pericen-

ter initially equal as

rPho,apo (= aPho (1 + ePho)) = rDei,peri (= aDei (1− eDei)) ,

(11)

where a and e are semi-major axis and eccentricity, re-
spectively. In this paper, the subscripts of ”Pho” and

”Dei” indicate Phobos and Deimos, respectively. For the

orbits of Phobos and Deimos to initially be in touch, we

set the argument of periapsis, ω, and the longitude of as-
cending node, Ω, as |ωPho−ωDei| = π and ΩPho = ΩDei,

respectively. Inclinations, i, of Phobos and Deimos

hardly change in billions of years of tidal evolution. We

used iPho = 0.021 rad (∼ 1.2 deg) and iDei = 0.015 rad

(∼ 0.86 deg) that would be the largest difference be-
tween those of Phobos and Deimos (see Bagheri et al.

2021). A smaller difference in their inclinations indi-

cates that the two orbital planes are more coincident,

leading to a more frequent close encounter. Even if we
use today’s values (i.e., the Laplace plane of Deimos is

not the same as that of Phobos or the Martian equator),

it should not significantly affect the collisional timescale

reported in this study. This is because the inclination
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of Deimos to the Laplace plane (∼ 2 deg) is larger than

the Laplace plane tilt (< 1 deg).

We initially randomized the eccentric anomaly that

defines the position of a body along a given elliptic
Kepler orbit. Table 1 lists other physical parame-

ters used in this study. We note, importantly, that

the two orbits initially could be those “crossed” (i.e.,

rPho,apo > rDei,peri) at the hypothetical splitting, al-

though here they were set to “touch” each other (i.e.,
rPho,apo = rDei,peri; Eq. (11)). Such initial orbits would

be more prone to collide as the orbits cross.

Bagheri et al. (2021) reported that, at the hypothet-

ical splitting of a single large moon into Phobos and
Deimos (i.e., the initial condition of our orbital inte-

grations), aPho ∼ 5 − 6RMars, ePho ∼ 0.15 − 0.35, and

eDei ∼ 0.0− 0.2. The minimum and maximum aDei are

∼ 6.5RMars and 7.5RMars, respectively (Bagheri et al.

2021).
We fixed aPho = 5.0, 5.5, and 6RMars and randomly

distributed ePho and eDei within the aforementioned

ranges to create the initial conditions for our numer-

ical simulations. Using these values, aDei is derived
from Eq. (11). Figure 1 shows the initial conditions

of our numerical simulations (black points). We per-

formed 600 simulations each for aPho = 5.0, 5.5, and

6.0RMars. We terminated the simulations when a colli-

sion of two moons is detected or when simulation time
exceeds 1× 104 years.

3. RESULTS

3.1. General outcome after splitting

In short, after the hypothetical splitting of a single

moon into two, presumably as Phobos and Deimos,
these two moons most likely collide at around the apoc-

enter of Phobos and at the pericenter of Deimos. More

than > 90% of our simulations result in a collision (no

specific correlation exists between the outcome and the
initial conditions as three-body problem has chaotic be-

haviour). Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of

the time of collision between the moons, tcol, since the

start of our numerical simulations for different initial

semi-major axes (aPho = 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0RMars). Two
distinct cases are observed: tcol ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 years

(∼ 10 − 20% of runs) and tcol & 30 years (∼ 70 − 80%

of runs).

Cases of tcol ∼ 10−2− 10−1 years can be explained by
the following two timescales. First, because Phobos’s

apocenter and Deimos’s pericenter are initially in touch

(Eq. (11)) but they have different semi-major axes, they

can potentially collide with a timescale of their synodic

period. The synodic period is given as

Tsyn=
2πa

3
2
∆aΩK

∼ 0.01 years

(

a

6RMars

)5/2 (
∆a

RMars

)−1

, (12)

where ∆a is the difference in semi-major axes and ΩK

is the Keplerian orbital frequency. For typical values of

a ∼ 6RMars and ∆a ∼ 1RMars, tsyn ∼ 0.01 years.
Second, when precession takes place, the argument of

pericenter, ω, and the longitude of ascending node, Ω,

of Phobos and Deimos relatively change. This leads to

a misalignment of the pericenter-to-apocenter from the
initial configuration. These precession rates, ω̇ and Ω̇,

are dominated by the J2 term (because J2 ≫ J4) and

are described as (Kaula 1966; Danby 1992)

ω̇=
3n

(1− e2)
2

(

RMars

a

)2 (

1− 5

4
sin2(i)

)

J2 (13)

Ω̇=− 3n cos(i)

2 (1− e2)
2

(

RMars

a

)2

J2, (14)

where n =
√

GMMars/a3 is the orbital mean motion.

For a small eccentricity and inclination, the synodic pe-
riods of the relative precession timescale of the argument

of pericenter, Tsyn,ω, and of the longitude of ascending

node, Tsyn,Ω, between two moons can be written as

Tsyn,ω ≡ 2π
dω̇
da∆a

∼ 29.4 years

(

a

6RMars

)9/2 (
∆a

RMars

)−1

(15)

Tsyn,Ω ≡ 2π
dΩ̇
da∆a

∼ 58.8 years

(

a

6RMars

)9/2 (
∆a

RMars

)−1

.

(16)

As ω precesses faster than Ω (Eqs. (13)-(14) and

Eqs. (15)-(16)), the relative precession of ω ini-

tially dominates a misalignment of the pericenter-to-
apocenter.

When the change in the relative radial distance (i.e.,

the difference in the radial distances between Phobos

and Deimos at the synodic period) through the rela-

tive precession of ω becomes larger than the sum of the
moons’ radii, Rmoon, the orbits of the two moons are

no longer in touch and a collision does not anymore oc-

cur. During their relative precession, the minimum dis-

tance between Phobos and Deimos at the synodic period
changes from 0 (i.e., the initial pericenter-to-apocenter

alignment) to aDei (1 + eDei)− aPho (1 + ePho) ∼ aDei −
aPho for nearly circular orbits (i.e., when they relatively

precess by π from the initial configuration).
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of the time taken to collide in years. Blue, green, and red lines represent cases of aPho = 5.0,
5.5, and 6.0RMars, respectively. Two distinct timescales of collisions are seen; tcol ∼ 10−2

− 10−1 years and tcol & 30 years. Less
than 10 % of our runs at 1× 104 years still do not experience a collision between the moons.

Thus, assuming a steady change, the critical time,
Tsep,ini, needed to radially separates the two moons from

the initial configuration of the pericenter-to-apocenter

alignment via the relative precession of ω is given as

Tsep,ini ∼
Tsyn,ω

2π
θcri ∼

Tsyn,ω

2π

Rmoonπ

aDei − aPho

∼ 0.1 years,

(17)

where θcri is the critical angle between the arguments of
periapsis of Phobos and Deimos (in radian) to physically

separate the two moons (Rmoon ∼ (aDei − aPho)
θcri
π ).

Here, Rmoon ∼ 20 km and aDei−aPho ∼ RMars are used.

Hence, tcol ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 years indicates that Phobos
and Deimos collide just after the start of numerical sim-

ulations before the Martian oblateness (mainly by J2)

precesses their orbits large enough to radially separate

them.

Cases of tcol & 30 years can be explained as follows.
When Phobos and Deimos avoid a collision during the

first ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 years, an orbital precession due to

Martian oblateness (mainly by J2) effectively changes

the moon’s relative orbital configurations so that their
orbits no longer cross (after ∼ 10−1 years). Precession

of ω changes the direction of the pericenter, while that

of Ω changes the position where the orbits of the moons

pass through the reference plane.

Thus, assuming no significant change in orbits occur
during close encounters, the orbits of the two moons

do not cross again until (1) ΩPho = ΩDei via the rel-

ative precession of Ω and (2) the apocenter of Pho-

bos is pointed towards the pericenter of Deimos, i.e.,

|ωPho − ωDei| = π, via the relative precession of ω.
The synodic periods of the relative precession

timescale of ω and Ω are given in Eqs. (15) and (16).

These two timescales indicate that Phobos and Deimos

have a chance to collide every ∼ 30 years, which is con-
sistently observed in the results of numerical simulations

(i.e., tcol & 30 years).

3.2. Impact conditions

In Sec. 3.1, most of our numerical simulations (more

than 90% of our runs) showed that the two moons that

are split from a single moon envisioned by Bagheri et al.

(2021) eventually collide with each other within ∼ 104

years. Here, by further analyzing the data of our numer-
ical simulations, we show the impact conditions at the

collisions (i.e., impact velocity, vimp, and impact angle,

θimp).

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distributions of the im-
pact velocity (left) and the impact angle (right). Blue,

green, and red colors indicate cases of aPho = 5.0, 5.5,

and 6.0RMars (aDei > 6.5RMars; see Sec. 2.2), respec-

tively.
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Figure 3. Cumulative distributions of impact velocity (left) and impact angle (right) obtained from our numerical simulations.
Blue, green, and red colors indicate aPho = 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0RMars, respectively. In the right panel, the black curve shows the
cumulative of P (θimp) = sin(2θimp) which has a peak at θimp = 45 deg.

As aPho becomes smaller, the impact velocity becomes

larger. This is because the Keplerian velocity depends

on a−1/2 and because the relative velocity between Pho-
bos and Deimos increases with increasing the difference

in their semi-major axes (see also Fig. 1). For aPho =

5− 6RMars and aDei = 6.5− 7.5RMars, vimp ≃ 100− 300

m s−1. This is reasonably understood by considering the

random velocity, vran, as vran ≃
√
e2 + i2vK ∼ 100−400

m s−1 for typical values of the Keplerian velocity of

vK ≃ 1450 m s−1 at a = 6RMars and of e ∼ 0.1 − 0.3

with i ∼ 0.

The distribution of the impact angle, defined to be
θimp = 0 deg for a head-on collision and θimp = 90 deg

for a perfect grazing impact, indicates that its proba-

bility distribution follows nearly P (θimp) = sin(2θimp)

with a peak at θimp = 45 deg (the black line in the right

panel of Figure 3). Thus, the impact direction is nearly
an isotropic distribution.

4. FATE OF IMPACT BETWEEN TWO MOONS

In Section 3, we show that the hypothetical two

moons, presumably as Phobos and Deimos, that are split
from a single ancestor moon collide during the successive

orbital evolution. Collision velocity is vimp ∼ 100− 300

m s−1, that is, vimp ∼ 10 − 30vesc (the escape veloci-

ties of Phobos and Deimos are vesc ∼ 5 − 10 m s−1).

Such a high-velocity collision may result in a disrup-
tive outcome, while their small mass ratio between the

two moons (their mass ratio is γ ≃ 0.1) may lead to a

less catastrophic outcome for the larger one (i.e., target)

compared to the case of an impact between comparable
masses (Leinhardt & Stewart 2012).

Here, we additionally performed 3D impact simu-

lations, using the smoothed particle hydrodynamics

(SPH) approach (Monaghan 1992), to examine the typ-

ical outcome of an impact. We employed the im-

pact velocity vimp = 100 − 300 m s−1 and the im-

pact angle θimp = 45 deg. Masses of the target and
the impactor were set of Phobos and Deimos, respec-

tively. The numerical code is the same as that used in

Hyodo & Charnoz (2017) that was originally developed

in Genda et al. (2012). Regarding the EOS, Murchison

EOS was used (Nakamura et al. 2022). The total num-
ber of SPH particles was N ≃ 1.1× 105.

Figure 4 shows the results of our SPH impact simula-

tions (open squares). The masses of the largest remnant

(Mlr; red points), the second largest remnant (Mslr; blue
points), and the debris ring (Mring = Mtot−Mlr−Mslr;

black points) are shown. We additionally included

the results of independent simulations of γ = 0.1,

vimp = 100 − 300 m s−1, and θimp = 45 deg from

Leinhardt & Stewart (2012), where they performed N -
body impact simulations of rubble-pile bodies (open cir-

cles)3. Here, the N -body approach (open circles) may be

more appropriate than the SPH approach (open squares)

because Phobos and Deimos are considered to be rubble-
pile objects and a prominent impact shock with a phase

change would not be produced for vimp = 100 − 300 m

s−1 considered here.

Both simulations − our SPH simulations and the N -

body simulations of Leinhardt & Stewart (2012) − show

3 We note that the exact total mass of Leinhardt & Stewart (2012)
is ∼ 40% of the total mass of Phobos and Deimos. However,
because their impact conditions (i.e., γ = 0.10, vimp = 100− 300
m s−1, and θimp = 45 deg) are very similar to ours (i.e., γ ≃ 0.14,
vimp = 100 − 300 m s−1, and θimp = 45 deg), we used their
numerical results with the assumption of Mtot = mPho + mDei

in Fig. 4 (i.e., the mass fraction of the largest and the second
largest remnants to the total mass).
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Figure 4. Outcomes of collision between Phobos and Deimos. Masses of the largest remnant (Mlr; red points), the second
largest remnant (Mslr; blue points), and the debris ring (Mring = Mtot −Mlr −Mslr where Mtot = mPho +mDei; black points)
as a function of impact velocity are shown. The red and blue horizontal dashed lines indicate masses of Phobos and Deimos,
respectively. The open circles are the results of N-body simulations (Leinhardt & Stewart 2012, the cases of the impactor-to-
target mass ratio of γ = 0.1 and θimp = 45 deg). The open squares are the results obtained from our SPH impact simulations.
In our impact simulations, the masses of the target and the impactor are mPho and mDei, respectively. θimp = 45 deg is used.

that the mass of the largest remnant (red points) de-

creases with increasing the impact velocity, while the

mass of the second-largest remnant (blue points) in-

creases with increasing the impact velocity. The remain-

ing mass, defined as the mass of the debris ring (black
points), increases with increasing the impact velocity,

indicating more impact debris is produced with increas-

ing the impact velocity.

These results indicate that (1) the impacts, in gen-
eral, significantly reduce the masses of the moons (i.e.,

indicated by the points below the dashed lines, where

the dashed lines represent their original masses), (2)

vimp = 100 m s−1 leads to a catastrophic disruption

of Deimos (the mass is reduced more than one order
of magnitude; see the blue points and the blue dashed

line), and (3) vimp = 300 m s−1 significantly reduces

the mass of Phobos (nearly one order of magnitude) in

addition to that of Deimos, indicating that most of the
mass is distributed as a debris ring (black points).

Typical impacts of vimp = 100 − 300 m s−1 with

θimp = 45 deg, therefore, are not in agreement with the

view of Bagheri et al. (2021) − two moons comparable

to Phobos and Deimos that are split from an ancestor

single moon would tidally evolve to the orbital configu-
rations of Phobos and Deimos we see today − and imply

that the evolution after the hypothetical splitting is not

as simple as it was envisioned. Subsequent gravitational

and collisional interactions between partially disrupted
(and/or catastrophically disrupted) moons and particles

in the debris rings, although it is beyond the scope of

this study, need to be carefully considered.

Changing the impact angle, θimp, changes the degree

of disruption. However, either Phobos (target here)
or Deimos (impactor here) would be significantly dis-

rupted, forming a debris ring, for vimp = 100 − 300 m

s−1. This is because here vimp & 10vesc (e.g., see the de-

pendence on the impact angle in Leinhardt & Stewart
2012). For example, if the impact is grazing, it could
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significantly disrupt the impactor (smaller one), while

the target (larger one) could be less disrupted compared

to the case of a 45-deg impact. Thus, changing the

impact angle would not change the above conclusion
– Both Phobos and Deimos cannot be intact after the

high-velocity impact.

Assuming a progenitor is a rubble-pile object, the par-

ticle size distribution of the impact debris may not sig-

nificantly change from that of the original constituent
particles, although it is not directly extracted from

the impact simulations. This is because impacts with

vimp ≃ 100−300 m s−1 would not cause noticeable melt-

ing and vaporization of the impacted materials. Only
around the impact point, particles may be damaged and

fragmentation may occur.

Lastly, we note that our SPH simulations and N -body

simulations of Leinhardt & Stewart (2012) neglect, e.g.,

the material strength and frictions. Including these ad-
ditional effects may quantitatively change the masses

of the impact remnants, especially for small bodies as

small as a few kilometers and less (e.g., Benz & Asphaug

1999; Jutzi et al. 2010). However, it is expected that
the disruptive outcomes (here vimp & 10vesc) and the

dependence on the impact velocity −, i.e., a higher

impact velocity results in a more disruptive outcome

(e.g., Leinhardt & Stewart 2012) − do not qualitatively

change, validating our conclusion above.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. The successive evolution of the remnant fragments

and the debris ring

As demonstrated in Sec. 4, a disruptive impact be-

tween the two moons that are split from a single moon

occurs, forming a few large fragments and a debris ring.

Using the data obtained from the 3D SPH simulations
in free space (i.e., positions and velocities of the de-

bris particles), we constructed the orbits of the debris

particles around Mars (a similar approach was used

in the Moon-forming giant impact of Jackson & Wyatt
2012). The top panels of Figure 5 show the orbits of

the debris particles around Mars (a and e) for cases of

vimp = 100, 200, and 300 m s−1. To produce the fig-

ure, we assumed that the center of the masses of the

two colliding moons orbits around Mars at the Martian
synchronous radius (async = 6RMars) with eccentricity

e = 0. We assumed that the impact happens in the

Martian equatorial plane (i.e., z = 0 and thus particles

have i ∼ 0), followed by the assumption of Bagheri et al.
(2021) that putative Phobos and Deimos formed near

the Martian equatorial plane. For the statistical argu-

ments, the debris particles were isotopically distributed

in the impact plane (xy-plane) to take into account the

nature of the isotropic impact direction in the xy-plane

(Jackson & Wyatt 2012; Hyodo & Genda 2018). Fig-

ure 5 indicates that most of the debris is concentrated

around the synchronous orbit, suggesting that the debris
indeed forms a ring-like structure.

Such debris particles would experience a successive dy-

namical evolution through collisions and gravitational

interactions among particles. During the inelastic colli-

sional evolution, the eccentricities are damped, while the
angular moment of particles is conserved. The equiva-

lent circular orbital radius, aeq, defined as the circular

orbit while conserving the angular momentum of a Kep-

lerian orbit with an initial non-zero eccentricity, is given
as

aeq = aini
(

1− e2ini
)

, (18)

where aini and eini are the initial semi-major axis and
eccentricity, respectively.

Now, using aeq, we may estimate the surface density

of the debris when the eccentricities are damped to zero.

The bottom panels of Fig. 5 show surface densities using
the data obtained from the SPH simulations. Most of

the mass is concentrated within ∼ 5 − 7RMars. Peaks

seen at around ∼ 6RMars indicate the largest remnant,

which depends on our chosen size of the bins4. A small

number of particles are further distributed in a wide
range of the radial direction (∼ 3 − 10RMars). The ar-

guments presented here, using aeq, is an extreme case

where the collisional damping is most efficient. In re-

ality, accretion would also take place while collisional
damping occurs. To do so, a full N -body simulation is

required to understand the fate of the debris ring, which

is beyond the scope of this paper.

The key message from Fig 5 is that the debris ring

would be distributed with a radial width of & 1RMars.
The total mass of the debris is only the sum of those

of Phobos and Deimos, indicating that the Hill sphere

of the total debris mass around Mars (∼ 38 km at

asyn = 6RMars, assuming it is a single object) is about
two orders of magnitude smaller than the radial width

of the debris ring or less (∆aring > RMars ≃ 3390 km).

From this simple consideration, it is expected that more

than three moons would accrete from the debris ring

because the radial separation of bodies reaching the
isolation mass is ∼ 5 − 10 times the Hill sphere (e.g.,

Kokubo & Ida 1995). This separation is still an order

of magnitude smaller than the ring width.

4 Here, we used equally spaced 100 bins between 1 − 10RMars.
Thus, the peak of the surface density becomes, for example, ∼

Mlr/(2πasyn∆a) ∼ 100 kg m−2, where we used Mlr = 5 × 1015

kg, asyn = 6RMars, and ∆a = 9RMars/100.
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Figure 5. Orbital elements, a and e, of the debris particles obtained by using the date of SPH simulations (top panels) and
corresponding surface densities using the equivalent circular orbital radius, aeq, (bottom panels). From left to right panels, cases
of vimp = 100, 200, and 300 m s−1 are shown.

Furthermore, moons accreted in a ring tend to have
small eccentricities and the tidal evolution is not efficient

especially outside the Martian synchronous orbit, likely

leaving the system of multiple moons in the same con-

figuration as it was formed over billions of years. Such
an outcome differs from the Martian moon system we

see today where only Deimos exits beyond the Martian

synchronous orbit.

This is the reason why the formation of a large ancient

inner moon accreted from an inner debris disk − pro-
duced within the Martian Roche limit presumably by a

giant impact (Hyodo et al. 2017a,b) − was proposed for

the formation of Phobos and Deimos, i.e., the mean mo-

tion resonances of a large single inner moon swept up an
outer debris disk concentrated around the Martian syn-

chronous radius, forming only two moons – Phobos and

Deimos – at specific radial locations (Rosenblatt et al.

2016). Alternatively, Canup & Salmon (2018) consid-

ered a less massive extended disk formed by a small
impactor compared to that in Rosenblatt et al. (2016).

This disk spawned transient multiple small inner moons

(still massive compared to Phobos and Deimos) that

rapidly tidally decayed and did not perturb Phobos and
Deimos who naturally accreted from the outer regions

of the disk.

Therefore, it seems challenging that only Phobos and

Deimos accrete from a debris ring without any external

influence (e.g., resonances and/or tides). Instead, multi-
ple small moons would form, i.e., a completely different

Martian moons system from the one we observe today.

5.2. Tidal evolution of the moons

In this study, we ignored the tidal evolution of the

moons that changes their semi-major axes, eccentrici-

ties, and inclinations. The tidal evolution of inclination
over billions of years is not prominent, while the changes

in the pericenter and apocenter distances (a function of

the semi-major axis and eccentricity) are not negligible

(Bagheri et al. 2021, their panel (a) in Figure 1).
A crude estimate, then, can be made for the rate of

changes in the apocenter and pericenter distances of

Phobos and Deimos, respectively (ȧapo,Pho an ȧper,Dei,

respectively) as ȧapo,Pho ∼ 4RMars/10
9 ∼ 1.4 × 10−2 m

year−1 and ȧper,Dei ∼ 1RMars/10
9 ∼ 3.4×10−3 m year−1

for Phobos and Deimos, respectively (see Bagheri et al.

2021).

When the tidal evolution is significant enough so that

the radial difference in the apocenter distance of Phobos
and the pericenter distance of Deimos becomes compa-

rable to the size of the larger of the two moons (in this

case, rPho ≃ 11.3 km of Phobos), the orbits of the two

moons no longer cross. This occurs with the timescale

longer than ∼ rPho/(ȧapo,Pho + ȧperi,Dei) ∼ 6.5 × 105

years. Therefore, in this study, we neglected the effects

of tides in our orbital integrations of < 104 years.

5.3. Other challenges in Bagheri et al. (2021) scenario

In this study, we showed that two moons split from

a hypothetical progenitor quickly re-collide and are dis-

rupted into much smaller moons (Sec. 3 and Sec. 4; see
also Fig. 4). One may wonder if the progenitor could be

a larger object and the two moons were also larger than

Bagheri et al. (2021) considered. Correspondingly, the

largest two impact fragments (i.e., in Fig. 4) from the
disruptive collision could become Phobos and Deimos,

although a complex interplay between the large frag-

ments and small debris needs to be carefully studied (see

Sec. 5.1). However, if this is the case, it already com-
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pletely changes the picture that Bagheri et al. (2021)

envisioned.

More importantly, the physical process of the putative

splitting of the progenitor envisioned in Bagheri et al.
(2021), in the first place, seems unlikely. For only

two large fragments to be formed (here as Phobos and

Deimos), their putative initial ejection velocities (at the

time of splitting, i.e., just after the impact) should

be comparable to their mutual escape velocity (e.g.,
Benz & Asphaug 1999). A higher ejection velocity in-

dicates that the impact was more energetic and a larger

number of smaller fragments were formed, and vice

versa.
Bagheri et al. (2021), however, envisioned that only

two impact fragments existed (as Phobos and Deimos)

at the same time their putative ejection velocities (a few

hundred meters per second; see Eq. (11) and Fig. 1) were

much larger than their mutual escape velocity (about
ten meters per second). Thus, from the above consider-

ation, this situation seems physically unlikely.

Furthermore, Bagheri et al. (2021) envisioned that the

two moons orbit near the Martian equatorial plane. This
implicitly assumed that the putative impact and the

splitting occurred near the Martian equatorial plane.

However, the nature of the impactor to the progenitor

should be isotropic. From the statistical consideration,

the probability that the orbit of the colliding object lies
close to the equatorial plane is low.

Although each of the above processes may need

to be studied in detail, a number of challenges in

Bagheri et al. (2021) scenario already exist. Together
with our results – putative two split moons (as Pho-

bos and Deimos) initially on equatorial, eccentric, and

crossing orbits would likely quickly collide –, we con-

clude that Bagheri et al. (2021) scenario is unlikely.

6. SUMMARY

Bagheri et al. (2021) envisioned that Phobos and

Deimos directly originate from a splitting of a single

ancestor moon at around the Martian synchronous or-

bit (∼ 6RMars) a few billion years ago. At the time of

splitting, Phobos and Deimos were envisioned to have

moderate eccentricities and orbit near the Martian equa-

torial plane. Their semi-major axes were assumed to
be located inside and outside the synchronous orbit, re-

spectively, followed by a tidal evolution that led to the

orbital configuration we see today.

By performing orbital integrations of Phobos and

Deimos that are hypothetically formed by the splitting,
we found that the two moons likely collide each other

during the successive < 104 years, and a collision results

in a disruptive outcome, forming a debris ring at around

the Martian synchronous radius. This process occurs
much faster than the tidal forces can evolve moons’ or-

bits away from intersection. The width of the debris ring

is & RMars and thus multiple small moons are likely to

accrete. This evolutionary path differs from that envi-

sioned by Bagheri et al. (2021) and would form a dif-
ferent moons’ system from the one we observe today.

Therefore, we conclude that Phobos and Deimos are un-

likely to split directly from a single ancestor moon.

In the coming 2024, Martian Moons eXploration
(MMX), developed by the Japan Aerospace Explo-

ration Agency (JAXA), is expected to be launched.

The MMX mission plans to collect a sample of > 10

g from its surface and return to Earth in 2029 with

the aims of elucidating the origin of Martian moons
(Fujimoto & Tasker 2019; Usui et al. 2020), collecting

geochemical information about the evolution of Martian

surface environment (Hyodo et al. 2019), and searching

for traces of Martian life (Hyodo & Usui 2021). There-
fore, theoretical studies including ours will be finally

tested by the MMX mission.
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